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2. Project title (as will appear on the poster):Analog Joint Source Channel Coding 
 
3. Team members: Zhile Li, Linshen Ye 
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5. Up to 5 keywords that will help to classify the project scope:  
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6. Project abstract (up to 250 words) to be shared with judges: 
(General guidelines: The abstract should include: (a) A background review of the state of the art in the 
relevant field; (b) The problem addressed in the project; (c) Objective of the proposed projects; and (d) 
The adopted approach) 
(a) We first introduce Analog Joint Source Channel Coding (AJSCC) and explain its benefits and goals. 

Also, we then show several past research projects in this area, along with some applications of 
AJSCC in other related fields, such as Wireless Communications, Information Theory, and 
Networking. 

(b) The problem we want to solve through the project is that (underwater) sensors need a huge amount 
of energy to transmit collected data, and we want to increase the efficiency and reduce the 
consumption.  

(c)  We use AJSCC to increase the efficiency. Because digital devices need more power consumption, so 
our object is using all analog devices. Because JSCC can encode more groups of data into one group, 
so our object is using this coding method to reduce the amount of transmission signals. 

(d) First, we describe the combination of quantization circuit and AJSCC MOSFET and use the data to 
encode and do FM modulation with noise. In another word, we show our MATLAB simulations on 
AJSCC in a noisy channel, our quantization circuit, and experimental values of MOSFET constants. 
We then calculate the RMS and do the decoding process.  

 


